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Rees, 

We fill describe Improvements which have led to new 
records for peak and average luminosity at PEP. Compar
ison oi recent results with several earlier lattice and 
optical modification! ahovs rather good correlation with 
the predictions of a bean-bean simulation program. 

Introduction 
The PEP lattice has bean modified from lea original 

design (PEPI) by relocation of the final focus ooadru-
poles nearer to the Interaction points. The purpose, of 
this change was to allow operation with lower beta 
functions at the IPs, thereby Increasing the luminosity. 
For a given chromatic aberration the value of 8* (the * 
denotes value at the IP) scales approximately directly 
the distance of the final foeus lens from the IP, and 
the maximum luminosity la expected to vary as the in
verse of B*. At PEIRA and CE8R the lattices were modi
fied for lover S*e and the expected luminosity Improve
ments seem to have been observed. '•* 

Ac PEP the changes war* made in two stage*. First 
(FEP2), in the surnner of 1981 the nearest, vertically 
focusing quadrupole (01) was moved from its original 
distance of 11 • to 7.35 m from the IP, which Is about 
the alnlmun required to accomodate the largest detectors. 
A current-limiting Instability in FEP2 required use of a 
different focusing configuration. To avoid this problem 
the next, horizontally focuaing quadrupol* «J2) was 
moved in the summer of 1982 from the original 15.2 a to 
12.24 o (PEP3). Figures 1-4 show the lattice changes 
and typical beta functions la the insertion region. 
Table I lists optical parameters for several configura
tions. Operating experience In the original lattice snd 
the two modifications and comparison with a been-besa 
sinulation study are summarised below. 
Table 1. Typical configurations: tunes, betas and 
dispersion function at the interaction point, 

and total cmiteanc* at 14.5 GeV. 
PEPI PEP2a PEP2b FEF3a 

vx 21.28 21.28 25.275 21.25 

»» 18.19 18.14 20.175 18.19 

»£» 4.27 3,0 2.9S 3.0 
*?(-> 0.26 0.11 0.11 0.11 
<&(•»> 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

CgoOn-mr) 0.12S 0.112 0.099 0.117 

Operating Experience 
Tabic II sutnsaclaae bast results obtained in the 

three lattice modifications and several optical 
configurations. 
PEPI. The original lattice was tried In several differ
ent optical configurations (tunes and B a). The PEPI 
example in Tables I and II was eventually chosen for 
production running. Attempts ware made to reduce By but 
problems were encountered with Increased background 
noise at the tRs and poor lifetimes with colliding beams. 
Eventually it was decided that the final-focus quadru-
poles should be movie clossr to the IPs in order to 
Increase luraincslcy. 
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Table II. Performan w and limiting parameters ac 14.5 GeV. 

PEPI PEP2b est.^-obs. 
IjaaxtmA/bean) 21 IS.7 23 24.8 

LnaxU'jMcn-Vl) 7.5 10 lb 32.3 
t-avfob-'/day) 

typical 
wawtnun 

220 
100 

300 
450 

- 1000 
ISM 

^yesm*™™' .0098 .0112 .0105 .0052 
avxswc .031 .030 .03) .050 

""yarns .031 .022 .014 .046 

Fig. 1. FEP1: v x» 21.28, » y- 18.19, flx-4.27n, 
S y-0.2b m, IJJ. Q.O. 

PEP2. Computer studies Indicated that a worthwhile re
duction of By could be attained by moving only ql and 
thet In this cass the excitation of Ql would remain al
most constant. Which would simplify the rebussing. If 
Q2 were not aloe moved, s x would become quite large at 
Q2, which would increase the sextupole strengths re
quired for chromatic correction; however, computer 
tracking predicted single-particle stability at adequate 
betatron amplitudes. 

By - 0, tl m, n* 

This change (Ql) moved was mads In the summer of 
1981. On resuming operation wa first tried a configura
tion (PEP2a, Table 1) similar to the PEPI production 
configuration. Unfortunately an instability appeared, 
characterised by sudden horizontal blowup at a chresh-
hold of about 3,5 nA per bunch, about half of what was 
expected to ba required to reach the beam-beam limit. 
The blowup waa diagnosed aa the "fast head-tall" Insta
bility, arising from short-range value Hilda excited 
mainly in the RF cavities. Theoretically the threshhold 
for the instability should be inversely proportional to 
the average 8 function In the RF cavities, which as may 
be seen in Figures 1 end 2 Is ouch larger (in the borl-
aontal) In PEP2a than In PEPI, 
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A quick fix for this problem was provided by refo-
cuslng to produce a snail waist In the RF region, e.g., 
the PEP2b configuration lo Fig. 3. In order to further 
Increase the threshhold two of the cavities lo each .V 
region were later moved (Jan. 1982) fron a hlgh-g potnt 
to a lever-8 point. It ves then possible to store bt'sn 
currents of absva 19 oA per bunch; the beam-beam limit 
vas about 5.5 wk per bunch. During the last seven veein 
of Che 1981-1982 cycle an Intensive collaboration among 
machine physicists, operators and maintenance crews pro
duced an accumulated lunlnoslty of 13,000 nb"J(lnverse 
nanobams). I.e., an average*300 nb~* day - 1. Peak 
luminosity was I.0«10 3 1 en* 2 s" 1 and the beat dally 
average was "450 fib'1 d a y 1 at 14.5 GeV. 

U ' ,'. • • • ' "' 

Fie. 3. PEP2b! v x-21 275, v y-18.175, B x-2.95 Q, 
8y'0.ll «, n x

- 0 - 0 - Note that the RF cavities have 
been moved. 

PEPS, In spite of the respectable success of the PEP2 
modification there were theoretical grounds to also 
move the second final focus quadrupole Q2. This would 
decrease the maxima t x and reduce the sextupole 
strengths required for chromatic correction, giving a 
morp linear lattice. Also, in a configuration analogous 
to PEP1 and PEP 2s, the 9s in the RF region would be 
lowered enoush so that the estimated fast head-tall 
threshold would he around 10 nA per bunch. 

After the Q2s were moved in the eiuaner of 1982, we 
first used configuration PEP3b with the same tunes and 
8*s as PEP2b which had been so successful In the pre
vious cycle. The results were disappointing—after 
two months of operation lumlnoBltieB were no better than 
had been obtained with the PEP2 lattice. It was then 

i — I — i — i — i — r — 

Fig. 4. PEP3B: v*- 21.25, My- 18.19, fc,- 3.00 m, 
gy-0.11 n, n x-0.0. 

decided that the PEP3a configuration should be tried, a 
decision which vas guided by at least two theoretical 
considerations. First, the beam emlttance would be 
larger which should permit higher colliding currents at 
the beam-beam limit. Second, s study by A. Hotton* 
using the beea-bean simulation program developed by 
S. Meyers'* had also predicted higher luminosity for 
PEP3& than for PEP3b. 

The change to the PEP3a optica vas nsde in early 
January 1983 and the predicted improvements were seen 
within the first week ox operation. The present lumin
osity record is 3.2 * 10 3* cn~ 2 s~* and the bast average 
luminosity is > 1500 nb" 1 day - 1 at 14.5 GeV. 
(See Table II and Fig. 5.) 

Other Factors Contributing to Improvements 
In addition to the lattice and optics changes des

cribed above, at least three other factors have contrib
uted to Improvements in PEP's productivity. 
Instrumentation and software Improvements. Rapid, semi-
automated programs have been Incorporated into the con
trol system for tasks such as measurlrc and correcting 
errors In orbits, dispersion functions, and 6*s. Dis
plays o£ luminosity, vertical beam size, and background 
noise at several of the six IRa have been very helpful 
to the operators. 
The Rreen-thuab effect. The PEP operators are superbly 
adept at empirically adjusting many parameters auch aa 
orbit corrections, tunes, and sextupole strengths in 

tff,^,* Average luminosity and total integrated luminosity during the 1982-83 cycle. The average 
Isjnver''sojMuikd experimental tine for each week. 
•*„ ;i f: ; > H - 2 -



order to Improve bean lifetlnee, Increase luminosity, 
and decrease background noiss. These efforts continu
ally increase productivity with a tins-constant of 
many weeks. 
"Golden orbits." Ones • good configr- -tiem has been 
established, it Is always found that the orbit which 
works best Is not the "bast" orbit as indicated by tbe 
position monitors. Evidently the Inspired green-
thumMng by the operators eventually compensates for 
effects such ss position monitor errors, local phase 
and 6 errors, dispersion functions, and x-y coupling. 
A very useful feature of the orbit correction progrsm 
Is the ability to sswa the "golden orbit" and subse
quently correct to It rather than to the "best" orbit. 

Beam-Beam Simulation Studies 
The studies of beam-bean effects by A. Button3 

using a program by 5. Hayais," have been extended some
what and an attempt has been aada to test the predictive 
powers of this type of simulation.* Scde effects pre
dicted by the simulation are listed In Table II for tbe 
three configurations which have bean used the nose. 
Here the llnlclng currents and luminosities for PEPL 
and FEP2b are experimental vslues— I.e., they represent 
some kind of a beam-beam limit. It was noted that tbe 
simulated beams blow up to similar vertical emit ranees 
( =• .01 sn-mr) in both PEP] and PEP2b( and this value was 
used as a criterion for estimating the limiting values 
for PEP3a. This estimate was confirmed by actual re
sults early in PEP3a operation* Later improvements to 
some 100 X above the prediction are thought to mean that 
the operators have managed to reduce Che machine errors 
relative to the errors which had been adopted In the 
Hutton computations. 

The simulation alao predicts that FEP3b should be 
esseiiruily the sane as PEP2b —also In agreement with 
experimental result?-

Another prediction suggestsd by Hutton's work was 
that the luminosity would increase If the vertical tune 
were Increased from-18.19 to "-18.40. A 30 X Increase 
In luminosity was predicted on the criterion of a verti
cal emlttance limit of .01 mawnr. However, when this 

was tried in the real machine It didn't work; the limit
ing colliding currents and peak luminosities were far 
lower at the higher tuna than at the lower tune. In 
this c«.:u vertical esd.tti.nvt evidently was not a Unita
rian. There was evldsnce of a type of coherent beam-
beam effect which has been described by Bell.* Uso, 
resonances associated with skew aextupole errors— 
namely, 3Vy-55, 2Vx+Vy-6I and 2v x-Vy-24—were ob
served near tbe tunes 21.27/18,40. These could be ex
cited by median-plane tilts arising from vertical orbit 
errors in sextueolsa. 

Re conclude that the bean-bean simulation can be a 
valuable guide in Investigating new lattice and optics 
modifications but that soma caution must be used In sel
ection of appropriate Halting criteria. 
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